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An experiment entails randomly assigning participants to various conditions or manipulations. Given common consent requirements, this means experimenters need to recruit participants who, in essence, agree to be manipulated, often in controlled environments. The ensuing practical and ethical challenges of subject recruitment have led many researchers to rely on convenience samples of college students. For political scientists who put particular emphasis on generalizabilty to relevant political situations, the use of student participants often constitutes a critical, and according to some reviewers, fatal problem for experimental studies.
In this chapter, we investigate the extent to which using students as experimental participants creates problems for causal inference. First, we discuss the impact of student subjects on a study's internal and external validity. In contrast to common claims-including Sear's (1986) widely cited proclamation of students being a "narrow data base"-we argue that student subjects do not intrinsically pose a problem for a study's external validity. Second, we use simulations to identify situations when student subjects are likely to constrain experimental inferences. We show, perhaps surprisingly, that such situations are relatively limited. Third, we briefly survey empirical evidence that provides guidance on when researchers should be particularly attuned to taking steps to ensure appropriate generalizability from student subjects.
We conclude with a discussion of the practical implications of our findings. In short, we argue that student subjects are not an inherent problem to experimental research; moreover, a case can be made that the burden of proof-of student subjects being a problem-should lie with critics rather than experimenters.
The Validity of Using Student Subjects
Although internal validity may be the "sine qua non" of experiments, most researchers use experiments to make generalizable causal inferences (Shadish et al. 2002: 18-20) . For example, a researcher might wish to assess whether a media story about a welfare program causes viewers to become more supportive of the program. An experiment aims to isolate the nature of the relationship between the stimulus (story) and the response (welfare support) (e.g., is there a causal relationship?; is it strong?). Focusing on causal inference differs from descriptive inference, where the point might be to portray the percentage of voters who support welfare or the extent of a given individual's support (e.g., a low or high score on an evaluation scale) (e.g.,
Gerring 2001).
A critical element in making causal inference is the assurance of internal validity:
"inferences about whether observed covariation between A and B reflects a causal relationship from A to B…" (Shadish et al. 2002: 53) . For example, there may exist covariation between viewing the aforementioned media story and welfare support. Internal validity refers to the confidence one can have that the story causes support. This is a tricky question since it may be that support for welfare causes news attention or some third factor such as partisanship stirs viewing and support. Experiments employ random assignment that, when successful, ensures near definitive causal documentation. If individuals randomly assigned to watch the news story exhibit significantly greater support for welfare than those randomly assigned to not watch (on average), confidence can be taken that the story caused support, at least in the context of the study with the particular participants. When random assignment is successfully carried out, experiments constitute the "gold standard" of causal inference (Shadish et al. 2002: 13) . 1 Internal validity is critical-"if a study has low internal validity-if it doesn't clearly demonstrate a causal relation between the independent and dependent variables-then there is nothing to generalize" (Anderson and Bushman 1997: 21; also see McDermott 2002: 334-335) .
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As mentioned, many experimentalists also seek to "generalize" a documented causal relationship, and this introduces a host of other issues. For example, upon finding a causal connection between the welfare story and support in a laboratory study with students, one might ask whether the relationship also exists within a heterogeneous population, in a large media marketplace, over time. This is largely a question of external validity, which refers to the extent to which the "causal relationship holds over variations in persons, settings, treatments [and timing] , and outcomes" (Shadish et al. 2002: 83) . McDermott (2002: 334) explains that "External validity… tend so preoccupy critics of experiments. This near obsession… tend[s] to be used to dismiss experiments…" (also see, e.g., Anderson and Bushman 1997, Levitt and List 2007) .
A point of particular concern involves generalization from the sample of experimental participants-especially when, as is often the case, the sample consists of students-to a larger population of interest. Indeed, this was the focus of Sears' (1986) widely cited article, "College Sophomores in the Laboratory: Influences of a Narrow Data base on Social Psychology's View of Human Nature." And, many political scientists employ "the simplistic heuristic of 'a student sample lacks external generalizability'" (Kam et al. 2007: 421) (e.g., Lijphart 1971 , Bartels 1993 : 267, McGraw and Hoekstra 1994 , Jacoby 2000 . Gerber and Green (2008: 358) note the same reaction in political science, explaining that "If one seeks to understand how the general public responds to social cues or political communication, the external validity of lab studies of undergraduates has inspired skepticism (Sears 1986, Benz and Meier 2006) ." In short, social scientists in general and political scientists in particular view student subjects as a major hindrance to drawing inferences from experimental studies.
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Assessing the extent to which using student subjects is problematic has particular current relevance. First, many political science experiments use student subjects; for example, Kam et al. (2007: 419-420) report that from 1990 through 2006, a quarter of experimental articles in general political science journals relied on student subjects while over 70% did so in more specialized journals (also see Druckman et al. 2006). 3 Are the results from these studies of questionable validity? Second, there are practical issues. A common rationale for moving away from laboratory studies, in which student subjects are relatively common, to survey and/or field experiments is that these latter venues facilitate using non-student participants (e.g., Sniderman and Grob 1996 , Lee et al. 2005 , Brooks and Geer 2007 : 2, Gerber and Green 2008 . When evaluating the pros and cons of laboratory versus survey or field experiments, should substantial weight be given to whether participants are students? Similarly, those implementing lab experiments have increasingly put forth efforts (and paid costs) to avoid student subjects (e.g., Lau and Redlawsk 2006: 65-66; Kam 2007) . Are these costs worthwhile? To address these questions, we next turn to a broader discussion of what external validity demands.
The Dimensions of External Validity
To assess the external validity or generalizability of a causal inference, one must consider from what we are generalizing and to what we hope to generalize. When it comes to "from what," a critical, albeit often neglected, point is that external validity is best understood as being assessed over a range of studies on a single topic (McDermott 2002: 335) . Liyanarachchi (2007: 55) explains:
According to experts on methodology, true external validity of findings can only be obtained by converging the results of many studies in an area (e.g., validity by convergence proposed by Campbell and Fiske 1959 , meta-analysis developed by Hunter et al. 1982) . Reiterating this point in social sciences, McGrath et al. (1982: 105) suggested: "No one 'finding' is evidence, and no one study yield[s] "knowledge;'' empirical information can gain credence only by accumulation of convergent results." 5 Assessment of any single study, regardless of the nature of its participants, must be done in light of the larger research agenda to which it hopes to contribute. 4 Moreover, when it comes to generalization from a series of studies, the goal is to generalize across multiple dimensions. External validity refers to generalization not only of individuals but also across settings/contexts, times, and operationalizations. There is little doubt that institutional and social contexts play a critical role in determining political behavior, and consequently that they can moderate causal relationships. One recent powerful example comes from the political communication literature; a number of experiments, using both student and non-student subjects, show that when exposed to political communications (e.g., in a laboratory), individuals' opinions often reflect the content of those communications (see, e.g., Kinder 1998, Chong and Druckman 2007b) . The bulk of this work, however, ignores the contextual reality that people outside of the controlled study setting have choices (i.e., they are not captive). Arceneaux and Johnson (2008) show that as soon as participants in communication experiments can choose whether to receive a communication (i.e., the captive audience constraint is removed), results about the effects of communications drastically change (and become less dramatic). In this case, ignoring the contextual reality of choice appears to have constituted a much greater threat to external validity than the nature of the subjects. 4 This is consistent with a Popperian approach to causation that suggests causal hypotheses are never confirmed and evidence accumulates via multiple tests, even if all of these tests have limitations. Campbell (1969: 361) offers a fairly extreme stance on this when he states, "…had we achieved one, there would be no need to apologize for a successful psychology of college sophomores, or even of Northwestern University coeds, or of Wistar staring white rats." 5 A related example comes from Barabas and Jerit's (2009) study that compares the impact of communications in a survey experiment against analogous dynamics that occurred in actual news coverage. They find the survey experiment vastly over-stated the effect, particularly among certain sub-groups. Sniderman and Theriault (2004) and Chong and Druckman (2007a) also reveal the importance of context; both studies show that prior work that limits competition between communications (i.e., by only providing participants with a single message rather than a mix that is typically found in political contexts) likely misestimate the impact of communications on public opinion.
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Timing also matters; experiments implemented at one time may not hold at other times given the nature of world events. Gaines et al. (2007) further argue that survey experiments in particular may misestimate effects due to a failure to consider what happened prior to the study (also see Gaines and Kuklinski's chapter) . Building on this insight, Druckman (2009) asked survey respondents for their opinions about a publicly owned gambling casino, which was a topic of "real world" ongoing political debate. Prior to expressing their opinions, respondents randomly received no information (i.e., control group) or information that emphasized either economic benefits or social costs (e.g., addiction to gambling). Druckman shows that the opinions of attentive respondents in the economic information condition did not significantly differ from attentive individuals in the control group.
The non-effect likely stemmed from the economic information-which was available outside the experiment in ongoing political discussion-having already influenced all respondents. Another exposure to this information in the experiment did not add to the prior, pre-treatment effect. In other words, the ostensible noneffect lacked external validity-not because of the sample-but because it failed to account for the timing of the treatment (also see Slothuus 2009 ). In short, external validity does not simply refer to whether a specific study, if re-run on a different sample, would provide the same results. It refers more generally to whether "conceptually equivalent" (Anderson and Bushman 1997) relationships can be detected across people, places, times, and operationalizations. This introduces the other end of the generalizability relationship-that is, "equivalent" to what? For many, the "to what" refers to behavior as observed outside of the study, but this is not always the case. Experiments have different purposes; Roth (1995:22) identifies three non-exclusive roles that experiments can play: "search for facts," "speaking to theorists," or "whispering in the ears of princes," which facilitates "the dialogue between experimenters and policymakers" (also see Guala 2005: 141-160) . These types likely differ in the target of generalization. Of particular relevance is that theory oriented experiments typically are not meant to "match" behaviors observed outside the study per se, but rather the key is to generalize to the precise parameters put forth in the given theory. Plott (1991: 906) explains that "The experiment should be judged by the lessons it 8 teaches about the theory and not by its similarity with what nature might have happened to have created." This echoes Mook's (1983) argument that much experimental work is aimed at developing and/or testing a theory, not at establishing generalizability. Even experiments that are designed to demonstrate "what can happen" (e.g., Milgram, Zimbardo, Asch) can still be useful, even if they do not mimic everyday life.
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In many of these instances, the nature of the subjects in the experiments are of minimal relevance, particularly given experimental efforts to ensure their preferences and/or motivations match those in the theory (e.g., see Dickson's chapter on induced value theory).
Assessment of how student subjects influence external validity depends on three considerations: (1) the research agenda on which the study builds (e.g., has prior work already established relationship with student subjects, meaning incorporating other populations may be more pressing?), (2) the relative generalizability of the subjects, compared to the setting, timing, and operationalizations (e.g., a study using students may have more leeway to control these other dimensions), and (3) the goal of the study (e.g., to build a theory or to generalize one).
Evaluating External Validity
The next question is how to evaluate external validity. While this is best done over a series of studies, we acknowledge the need to assess whether a particular study contributes or detracts from the validity of a research agenda. Individual studies can be evaluated in at least two ways Carlsmith 1968, Aronson et al. 1998) . First, experimental realism refers to whether "an experiment is realistic, if the situation is involving to the subjects, if they are forced to take it seriously, [and] if it has impact on them" (Aronson et al. 1985: 485) . Second, mundane realism concerns "the extent to which events occurring in the research setting are likely to occur 9 in the normal course of the subjects' lives, that is, in the 'real world.'" (Aronson et al. 1985: 485) .
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Much debate about samples focuses on mundane realism. When student subjects do not match the population to which a causal inference is intended (Kam et al. 2007: 419) , many conclude that the study has low external validity. Emphasis on mundane realism, however, is misplaced (e.g., see McDermott 2002, Morton and Williams 2008: 345) : of much greater importance is experimental realism. Failure of participants to take the study and treatments "seriously" compromises internal validity, which in turn, renders external validity of the causal relationship meaningless (e.g., Dikhaut et al. 1972 : 477, Liyanarachchi 2007 .
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In contrast, at worst, low levels of mundane realism simply constrain the breadth of any generalization but do not make the study useless. 
Statistical Framework
In this section, we examine the "problem" of convenience samples from a statistical point of view. This allows us to specify the conditions under which student samples might constrain casual generalization (in the case of a single experiment). Our focus, as in most political science analyses of experimental data, is on the magnitude of some experimental treatment, T, on an attitudinal or behavioral dependent measure, y.
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Suppose, strictly for presentational purposes, we are interested in the effect of a persuasive communication (T) on a subject's post-stimulus policy opinion (y) (we could use virtually any example from any field). T takes on a value of 0 for subjects randomly assigned to the control group and takes on a value of 1 for subjects randomly assigned to the treatment group. 14 Suppose the true data generating process is:
Assuming that ε i is a well-behaved disturbance term with mean zero, variance of σ 2 , and
Cov(ε i, ε j )=0, and all other assumptions of the classical linear regression model are met, the OLS estimate for β T should be unbiased, consistent, and efficient.
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The results derived from 13 Psychologists typically use analysis of variance, but it is identical in practice. 14 For ease of exposition, our example only has one treatment group. The lessons easily extend to multiple treatment groups. 15 We could have specified a data generating process that also includes a direct relationship between y and some individual-level factors such as partisanship or sex (consider a vector of such variables, X). Under random assignment, the expected covariance between the treatment and X is zero. Hence, if we were to estimate the model without X, omitted variable bias would technically not be an issue. If the data generating process does include X, and even though we might not have an omitted variable bias problem, including X in the model may still be advisable. Inclusion of relevant covariates (that is, covariates that, in the data generating process, actually have a nonzero effect on y) will reduce e i (the difference between the observed and predicted y), which in turn will reduce sestimation on a given sample would be fully generalizable to those that would result from estimation on any other sample.
Specific samples will yield various distributions across a wide span of individual covariates. To continue with our running example about persuasive communication, samples may differ in the distribution of attitude crystallization.
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Student samples may yield a disproportionately high group of subjects that are low in crystallization, with only a small proportion that is high in it (Sears 1986) . A random sample from the general population might lead to a group that is normally distributed and centered at the middle of the range. A sample from politically active individuals (such as conventioneers) might result in a group that is disproportionately high in crystallization, with very few (if any) respondents who are low in crystallization.
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For illustrative purposes, consider the following samples with varying distributions on attitude crystallization. In all cases, N=200 and treatment is randomly assigned to half of the cases. Let attitude crystallization range from 0 (low) to 1 (high). Consider one sample where 90% of the sample is at a value of "0" and 10% of the sample is at a value of "1". Call this the "Student Sample." Consider a second sample where the sample is normally distributed and centered on 0.5 with standard deviation of 0.165. Call this the "Random Sample." Consider a third sample where 10% of the sample is at a value of "0" and 90% of the sample is at a value of 1. Call this the "Conventioneers Sample." [ Figure 1 about here]
The results in Figure 1 demonstrate that when the true data generating process produces a single treatment effect, estimates on any sample-whether it is drawn from students, the general population, or conventioneers-will produce an unbiased estimate of the true underlying treatment effect. Perhaps this point seems obvious, but we believe it has escaped notice from many who criticize experiments that rely on student samples. Suppose, however, the "true" underlying data generating process contains a heterogeneous treatment effect: that is, the effect of the treatment is moderated 19 by individuallevel characteristics (i.e., the size or direction of the treatment effect varies within subgroups of the population). For example, the size of the treatment effect might depend upon some subject 13 characteristic, such as gender, race, age, education, sophistication, etc. Another way to say this is that there may be an "interaction of causal relationship with units" (Shadish et al. 2002: 87) .
Under this line of theorizing, we note that a cause-effect relationship derived from a particular sample may not necessarily generalize to another sample.
As one method of overcoming this issue, researchers may use random sampling to ensure external validity; if a researcher can randomly sample experimental subjects, then the researcher can be assured that:
the average causal relationship observed in the sample will be the same as (1) the average causal relationship that would have been observed in any other random sample of persons of the same size from the same population and (2) the average causal relationship that would be been observed across all other persons in that population who were not in the original random sample. That is, random sampling eliminates possible interactions between the causal relationship and the class of persons who are studied versus the class of persons who are not studied within the same population (Shadish et al. 2002: 91) .
Although random sampling has advantages for external validity, Shadish et al. (2002: 91) note that "it is so rarely feasible in experiments." For political scientists who conduct experiments, the way to move to random sampling might be to use survey experiments, where respondents are (more or less) a random sample of some population of interest. We will say a bit more about this possibility, below. For now, let us assume that a given researcher has a specific set of reasons for not using a random sample (cost, instrumentation, desire for laboratory control, etc.), and let's examine what challenges a researcher using a convenience sample might face in this framework.
To do so, we revise our data generating process to reflect the possibility that some individual-level characteristic moderates the treatment effect. We take our basic Equation in [1] and theorize that some individual-level characteristic, Z, influences the magnitude of the treatment effect:
We also theorize that the individual-level characteristic, Z, might influence the intercept: Assume that Z, attitude crystallization, ranges from 0 (least crystallized) to 1 (most crystallized).
γ 10 tells us the effect of the treatment when Z=0, that is, the treatment effect among the least crystallized subjects. γ 11 tells us how crystallization moderates the effect of the treatment.
Substituting these values into Equation [2]
, we see that β 1 = 5 -5Z i . The true treatment effect (β 1 ) linearly declines with values of Z, attitude crystallization. In other words, the lower the level of crystallization, the higher treatment effect is. The higher the level of crystallization, the lower the treatment effect is. At the highest levels of crystallization, there is no treatment effect. We can graph this hypothetical relationship as shown in Figure 2 . Here, we see that the treatment effect is a linear function of crystallization.
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[Figure 2 about here]
We can set up a Monte Carlo experiment with the parameters laid out above:
First, consider what happens when we estimate [1], the simple (but theoretically incorrect, given it fails to model the moderating effect) model that looks for the "average" treatment effect: y i = β 0 + β 1 T i +ε i . We estimated this model 1,000 times, each time drawing a new ε term. We repeated this process for each of the three types of samples. The results appear in Figure 3 .
[ Figure 3 about here]
When we estimate a "simple" model, looking for an average treatment effect, our estimates for β 1 diverge from sample to sample. In cases where we have a student sample, and where low levels of crystallization increase the treatment effect, we will systematically overestimate the treatment effect relative to what we would get in estimating the same model on a random sample with moderate levels of crystallization. In cases where we have a conventioneers sample, and where high levels of crystallization depress the treatment effect, we will systematically underestimate the treatment effect, relative to the estimates obtained from the general population.
Note that in these three cases, we have obtained three different results because we have Recall that the Student Sample is distributed such that 90% of the sample is at a value of 0 and 10% of the sample is at a value of 1. As Figure 1 demonstrates, the sampling distribution for this sample is centered on 4.5, which is: 5 -5*(0*.90+1*.10) = 4.5. Similarly, the sampling distribution for the Conventioneers Sample is centered on 0.5, which maps exactly onto the distribution of Z in the sample: 5 -5*(0*.10+1*.90) = 0.5. Finally, the sampling distribution for the Random Sample is centered on 2.5, which represents 5 -5* = 5 -5*0.5=2.5.
Are the results from one sample more trustworthy than the results from another sample?
As Shadish et al (2002) Figure 4 and Table 1 .
[ Figure 4 about here]
[ Moreover, we are still able to uncover the interactive treatment effect, since these samples still contain some variation across values of Z.
How much variation in Z is sufficient? So long as Z varies to any degree in the sample, the estimates for b T and b TZ will be unbiased. But being "right on average" may be little comfort if the degree of uncertainty around the point estimate is large. If Z does not vary very much in a given sample (that is, its range is constrained), then the estimated standard error for b TZ will be large. But this degree of uncertainty is a run-of-the-mill concern when estimating a model on any dataset: more precise estimates arise from analyzing datasets that maximize variation in our independent variables.
Our discussion thus suggests that experimentalists (and their critics) need to consider the underlying data generating process: that is, theory is important. If a single treatment effect is theorized, then testing for a single treatment effect is appropriate. If a heterogeneous treatment 23 See Kam and Franzese (2007) for guidance on interpretation of coefficients in interactive models. 24 Uncovering more certainty in the Student and Conventioneers Samples (compared to the Random Sample) derives from the specific ways in which we have constructed the distributions of Z. If the Random Sample were, say, uniformly distributed rather than normally distributed along Z, then the same result would not hold. The greater precision in the estimates depends upon the underlying distribution of Z in a given sample.
effect is theorized, then researchers should be explicit in explaining how the treatment effect should vary along a specific (set of) covariate(s), and researchers can thereby estimate such relationships so long as there is sufficient variation in the specific (set of) covariate(s) in the sample. We hope to push those who launch vague criticisms regarding the "ungeneralizability"
of student samples to instead think more deeply: to consider whether and in what ways the underlying data generating process would suggest a heterogeneous treatment effect that depends upon a particular (set of) covariate(s).
In sum, we have identified three distinct situations. First, in the homogenous casewhere the data generating process produces a single effect β T , of T on y-we showed the estimated treatment effect derived from a student sample is an unbiased estimate of the true treatment effect. Second, when there is a heterogeneous case (where the treatment effect is moderated by some covariate Z) and the researcher fails to recognize the contingent effect, a student sample may misestimate the effect (if the student sample is non-representative on the particular covariate Z). However, in this case, even a representative sample would mis-specify the effect due to a failure to model the interaction. Third, when the researcher appropriately models the heterogeneity with an interaction, then the student sample, even if it is nonrepresentative on the covariate Z, will mis-estimate the effect only if there is virtually no variance (i.e., literally almost none) on the moderating dynamic. Moreover, a researcher can empirically assess the degree of variance on the moderator within a given sample, and/or use simulations to evaluate whether limited variance poses a problem for uncovering the interactive effect.
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Contrasting Student Samples with Other Samples
We have argued that a given sample constitutes one-and arguably not a critical one-of many considerations when it comes to assessing external validity. Further, a student sample only creates a problem when an ill-informed researcher fails to model a contingent causal effect (when there is an underlying heterogeneous treatment effect), and the students differ from the target population with regard to the distribution of the moderating variable. This situation, which we acknowledge does occur with non-trivial frequency, leads to the question of just how often student subjects empirically differ from representative samples. The greater such differences, the more likely problematic inferences occur.
Kam (2005) offers some telling evidence comparing student and non-student samples on two variables that often affect information professing: political awareness and need for cognition (Bizer et al. 2004 ). She collected data from a student sample using the exact same items as are used in the National Election Study's (NES) representative sample of adult citizens. She finds the distributions for both variables in the student sample closely resemble those in the 2000 NES.
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This near identical match in distribution, then, allowed Kam (2005) to more broadly generalize results from an experiment, on party cues, she ran with the student subjects.
Kam focuses on awareness and need for cognition because these variables plausibly moderate the impact of party cues-as explained, in comparing student and non-student samples, one should focus on possible differences that are relevant to the study in question. Of course, one 25 For political awareness, subjects were asked to identify the positions of four political figures: Trent Lott, William Rehnquist, Tony Blair, and John Ashcroft. The four items were averaged to form a scale. The experimental sample mean is 0.34 (with standard deviation of 0.34) compared with 0.27 (s.d. 0.28) in NES 2000; reliability for the scale is 0.71 for the experimental sample and 0.64 for NES 2000. For Need for Cognition, subjects responded to a pair of items. The additive scale composed of the two items ranges from 0 to 1, has a mean of 0.64 (with a standard deviation of 0.18), and  = 0.48. There were no significant differences across conditions. In the NES 2000, the additive raw scale ranges from 0 to 1, has a mean of 0.60 (s.d. 0.35) and  = 0.61. The difference in the standard deviations can be attributed to differences in response alternative format. Since one of the need for cognition items on the NES was measured in only two (instead of five) categories, it consequently has a higher variance.
may nonetheless wonder whether students differ in others ways that could matter (see e.g., Sears
1986: 520). This requires a more general comparison, which we undertake by turning to the 2006
Civic and Political Health of the Nation Dataset (collected by CIRCLE) (for a similar exercise, see Kam et al. 2007 ).
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These data consist of telephone and web interviews with 2,232 individuals 15 and older living in the continental US. The sampling frame included youth ages 15-25 (N=1674) and adults 26 and over (N=547). We limited the analysis to individuals aged 18 and over. We selected all ostensibly politically relevant predispositions available in the data, 27 and then compared individuals currently enrolled in college against the general population. The appendix contains question wording for each item.
[ Table 2 about here]
As we can see from Table 2 , there are several instances where the means for students and the non-student general population are indistinguishable from zero. Students and the non-student general population are, on average, indistinguishable when it comes to partisanship, ideology, the importance of religion, belief in limited government, views about homosexuality as a way of life, the contributions of immigrants to society, social trust, degree of following and discussing politics, and overall media use. Students are distinguishable from the non-student general population in religious attendance (but not the importance of religion), in level of political information as measured in this particular dataset 28 , and in specific types of media use (students use the internet more than the non-student general population to get news; students view national 22 network news less than the non-student general population does). Overall, however, we are impressed by just how similar students are on key covariates often of interest to political scientists to the non-student general population.
In cases where sample differences do occur on variables that are theorized to influence the size and direction of the treatment effect, the next step entails assessing the problem. Most straightforwardly, as explained, the researcher should check for at least some variance in the experimental (student sample) and model the interaction. The researcher also might consider cases where students-despite differing on relevant variables-might be advantageous. In some situations, students facilitate testing a causal proposition. Students are relatively educated, in need of small amounts of money, and accustomed to following instructions (e.g., from
Professors) (Guala 2005: 33-34) . For these reasons, student samples may enhance the experimental realism of experiments that rely on induced value theory (where monetary payoffs are used to induce preferences) and/or involve relatively complicated, abstract instructions (Frideman and Sunder 1994: 39-40) .
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The goal of many of these experiments is to test theory, and, as mentioned, the match to the theoretical parameters (e.g., the sequence of events if the theory is game theoretic) is of utmost importance (rather than mundane realism).
Alternatively, estimating a single treatment effect upon a student sample subject pool can sometimes make it harder to find effects. For example, studies of party cues examine the extent to which subjects will follow the advice given to them by political parties. Strength of party identification might be a weaker cue for student subjects, whose party affiliations are still in the formative stages (Campbell et al. 1960, Niemi and Jennings 1991) . If this were the case, then the use of a student sample would make it even more difficult to discover party cue effects. To the 23 extent that party cues work among student samples, these likely underestimate the degree of cuetaking that might occur among the general population, whose party affiliations are more deeply grounded. Similarly, students seem to exhibit relatively lower levels of self-interest and susceptibility to group norms (Sears 1986: 524) meaning that using students in experiments on these topics increases the challenge of identifying treatment effects. 
Conclusion
As mentioned, political scientists are guilty of a "near obsession" with external validity (McDermott 2002: 334) . And, this obsession with external validity focuses nearly entirely upon a single dimension of external validity: who is studied. Our goal in this paper has been to situate the role of experimental samples within a broader framework of how one might assess the generalizability of an experiment. Our key points are, as follows.
 The external validity of a single experimental study must be assessed in light of an entire research agenda, and in light of the goal of the study (e.g., testing a theory or searching for facts).
 Assessment of external validity involves multiple-dimensions including the sample, context, time, and conceptual operationalization. There is no reason per se to prioritize the sample as the source of an inferential problem. Indeed, we are more likely to lack variance on context and timing since these are constants in the experiment.
 In assessing the external validity of the sample, experimental realism (as opposed to mundane realism) is critical, and there is nothing inherent to the use of student subjects that reduces experimental realism.
 The nature of the sample-and the use of students-matters in certain cases. However, a necessary condition is: a heterogeneous (or moderated) treatment effect. Then the impact depends on: o If the heterogeneous effect is theorized, the sample only matters if there is virtually no variance on the moderator. If there is even scant variance, the treatment effect not only will be correctly estimated but may be estimated with greater confidence. The suitability of a given sample can be assessed (e.g., empirical variance can be analyzed). o If the heterogeneous effect is not theorized, it may be misestimated. However, even in this case, evaluating the bias is not straightforward because any sample will be inaccurate (since the "correct" moderated relationship is not being modeled).
 The range of heterogeneous, non-theorized cases may be much smaller than often thought. Indeed, when it comes to a host of politically relevant variables, student samples do not significantly differ from non-student samples.
 There are cases where student samples are desirable since they facilitate causal tests or make for more challenging assessments.
Our argument-that concerns about the sample come down more to a theoretical than an empirical issue-has a number of practical implications. First, we urge researchers to attend more to the potential moderating effects of the other dimensions of generalizabilty: context, time, and conceptualization. The last decade has seen an enormous increase in survey experiments, due in no small way to the availability of more representative samples. Yet scholars must account for the distinct context of the survey interview (e.g., Schuman 1974, Zaller 1992: 28) . Mueller (1974: 1) explains that the survey "interview situation is an odd social experience [about which] few people are accustomed." Sniderman et al. (1991: 265) elaborates that "the conventional survey interview, though well equipped to assess variations among individuals, is poorly equipped to assess variation across situations." Unlike most controlled lab settings, researchers using survey experiments have limited ability introduce contextual variations.
Second, we encourage the use of dual samples of students and non-students. The discovery of differences should lead to serious consideration of what drives distinctions (i.e., what is the underlying moderating dynamic and can it be modeled?). The few studies that explicitly compare samples (e.g., Gordon et al. 1986 , James and Sonner 2001 , Peterson 2001 , Mintz et al. 2006 , Dinah et al. 2009 ), while sometimes reporting differences, rarely explore the nature of the differences.
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When dual samples are not feasible, researchers can take a secondbest approach by utilizing question wordings that match those in general surveys (thereby facilitating comparisons).
Third, we hope for more discussion about the pros and cons of alternative modes of experimentation. While we recognize the benefits of using survey and/or field experiments, it is critical to assess the advantages in light of the full range of considerations. For example, the control available in laboratory experiments enables researchers to maximize experimental 26 realism (e.g., by using induced value or simply by more closely monitoring the subjects).
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Similarly, there is less concern in laboratory settings about compliance × treatment interactions that become problematic in field experiments or spillover effects in survey experiments (Lee et al. 2005) . In terms of external validity, increased control often affords greater ability to manipulate context and time, which, we have argued, deserve much more attention. Finally, when it comes to the sample, attention should be paid to the nature of any sample and not just student samples. This includes consideration of non-response biases in surveys (see Groves and Peytcheva 2008 ) and the impact of using "professional" survey respondents that are common in many web-based panels. 
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Similar questions concern how participation affects subsequent subject behavior (e.g., Stevens and Ash 2001, Bender 2007) including willingness to participate in subsequent studies (e.g., Porter et al. 2003) .
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Additionally, there are a number of sampling and statistical techniques relevant to drawing 32 It is important to draw a distinction between laboratory experiments and classroom experiments where researchers administer experiments during or after classes. These latter contexts can sometimes work effectively, but they also raise other challenges in terms of controlling the setting. 33 The use of professional, repeat respondents raises similar issues to those caused by repeated use of participants from a subject pool (see, e.g., Stevens and Ash 2001) . 34 There is a related, long-standing debate about the pros and cons of using experiments in educational settings (e.g., concerning curriculum) (see Cook 2003) . 35 Related to this concern is the impact of deception in experiments on subsequent experimental behavior and participation. Economic experimental laboratories prohibit deception due to concern that it threatens experimental realism; this makes the construction of subject pools that can be shared by economic and psychological approaches (where mild deception is often common) impossible. See Dickson's chapter in this volume.
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inferences from common laboratory studies, that have received virtually no attention in political science (e.g., purposive sampling, Pitman test; see, e.g., Shadish et al. 2002 , Hedges 2009 , Keele et al. 2009 ).
We have made a strong argument for the increased usage and acceptance of student subjects, suggesting that the burden of proof be shifted from the experimenter to the critic (also see Friedman and Sunder 1994: 16) . We recognize that many will not be persuaded; however, at the very least, we hope to have stimulated increased discussion about why and when student subjects may be problematic. 
